
Chapter 37: city 
After the lottery ceremony, the nursery rhymes really began to
be nervous, just like some optimistic college entrance
examinations were still a wave of waves a few days ago, until
the next day to enter the examination room, I remembered.
“Emma,   I want to take the college entrance examination.
Waiting for the same -
Tong Tong: “We have played the Huawei team. On the
occasion, we can still bully the old cat and take care of his life.
It is very powerful…”
Tong Tong: “The predecessor of this red arrow is the
assassination army, ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah I know
that the assassination army has also won the s3 runner-up, it is
also very powerful!”
Nursery rhymes: “King is the newly promoted junior high
school in this spring’s spring league. I heard that they are the
best players in the field, and the five-set three-win emperor.
The chances of turning against the wind are as high as 80%…
oh my good. Panic.”
Nursery rhymes: “Hey is an old club, and the whole Chinese
class, the staff has been very stable, from s3 to s6 three years,
the team has not changed one. This is the most arrogant, I
suspect that they may not have to command when playing the
game, knock 1 can complete a series of difficult movements
with a difficulty factor of 50, such as pushing the tower to kill
the dragon on the high ground -”
Nursery rhymes: “Black Skull has played the relegation match
like the team next door this spring, but the team next door can
win ck now! And there is no god!”
Everyone: “……………………”
Lu Yue: “Are you afraid of the mobile team that we were
beaten in the training game?”
Old Cat: “The red arrow’s predecessor assassination army is
the team that won the runner-up in the last two years of the
finals. What happened? Even if you won the championship, it
is not a group of people. You panic…”
Old k: “The newly promoted team in the sub-league is also
afraid that this is the most arrogant.”
Xiaopang: “The five people who are jealous are the old
teammates who have been playing for three years, but they are



dishes!”
Xiaorui: “Black 曜 can be compared with the group of dishes
next door? People’s ad
It’s the Pope, and the one who opened our brother’s five-five,
the name of the black 曜 team member id, I don’t remember
all of them, you wake me up! ”
Lu Sicheng sucked his nose, frowned and half of his face
buried in a loose sweater jacket, and made a concise summary:
“Noisy, get out of the car.”
Nursery rhymes: “…………………………”
Nursery rhymes: “I am a little nervous, do you have any
love?”
Xiaorui: “I heard you alone on the way back. I don’t know
what we thought was the group of deaths. It’s a bit tricky. It’s
all in the b group. You panic… Respect it. Cheng Ge gave us a
good sign!”
Lu Sicheng sneered.
The nursery rhyme understands it as “pride.”
…or “Tiaojiao” is also OK.
“Give me the phone,” Xiaorui grabbed the nursery rhyme
phone and glanced at the screen. Then he looked at the sneer
of “I know”. “You really are in the hero pool of the units in
Baidu.”
Nursery rhymes: “…”
If the light in the nanny car is a bit dark, you may be able to
easily see that their starting lineup has been blushing at this
time. Lu Yueqi smiled and stretched his legs and stretched out:
“I am afraid to change me.” ””
“Think of beauty, you wait for the cold bench to sit and wear!”
The nurse gave him a glance and wanted to grab his mobile
phone from Xiaorui. Xiaorui raised his hand and prevented the
nursery rhyme from reaching: “You want to see this
information and go back to find Mingshen. He also has the
classic game videos of these teams. Reflecting the style of the
team and the style of personal play and tactical routines - he
started collecting these things tonight.
The virginity is stunned, and the random eyes are shining:
“Ming God is amazing!”
Xiaorui proud face: “That is, don’t Baidu! Really Baidu knows
everything!”



“Isn’t the data analyst doing this? You don’t want to be like a
mentally handicapped.”
The hoarse voice sounded. At this time, the captain who was
sitting in the middle of the nursery rhyme and Xiaorui moved,
and the long hand stretched out and threw the nursery rhyme’s
mobile phone back and threw it to her. The latter hurriedly
caught and sat down, paused carefully and sideways. I looked
over at the people around me: “Cheng Ge, do you really want
to take cold medicine?”
“Don’t eat.”
“Your voice is dumb, how do you command the day after
tomorrow?”
“The day after tomorrow will be fine… Auntie.”
The nursery rhyme “I didn’t see that you have a good trend”
sat up in his position, and Xiaopang squatted and didn’t want
to be infected to open the car window - about an hour later,
everyone returned to the zgdx base. It was already 11 o’clock
in the evening, and the nursery rhymes returned to the base to
appease the pies that were thrown at the base by the solitary,
and they also asked God to ask for a text of their team and the
ck team, and then they turned to the floor.
After washing, I lay in bed, because considering that I have to
play the ck team the day after tomorrow, the nursery rhyme is
of course the priority to see the information of the ck team -
The ck team’s single player “Good Luck”, once known as the
assistant of the sub-professional league emperor along with the
auxiliary Liangsheng of the next team, the two were once
teammates, and luckily after a year of good luck. Was bought
by the upstream team ck team of the professional league,
Liangsheng entered the mid-stream team yqcb… Later, the ck
team sat down, good at tank heroes - big tree, troll, nar.
Especially the hand Nal, often making a slap in the face of the
other three or four people, is known as the palm of the hand;
Ck team adc butterfly, as the name suggests, looks good, looks
a little short but does not hinder his female fans a lot, I will
most spoiled and sell cute, playing the game style is radical,
like a word is dry, in the The world adc ranking is also a
famous player on the list, good at the heroic war goddess, the
ice shooter and the big mouth;
The ck team assisted the old king, the game id is actually



“Ximen Qing”, although I don’t know why this player can take
out the game id of this game, but because everyone has
dubbed him “the next king of Wusong’s house”, so the final
love Called “Pharaoh” - and adc butterfly partner for two
years, the two old sticks combination can basically bully all
the combinations except Lu Sicheng and Xiaopeng, the hero
pool is unfathomable, you can use it The best thing to use is
the hammer stone.
The ck team played wild Jane… Let’s go, slightly (white
eyes).
The ck team has a small flower.
The nursery rhyme sat up from the bed and seriously began to
open the information in his hand -
This is the opponent she needs to face directly the day after
tomorrow.
Xiaohua is a fat man, blinking, looking at nothing like an
aggressive…but like a nursery rhyme, he is very good at
assassin heroes, and Lefran is also his hero - in addition to one
hand and nine tails Fox, small fisherman, these two heroes are
not good, but probably know how to match them and gain an
advantage…
The last one in the spring finals, this little flower took out the
little fisherman - this is the only time the whole game of the
small fisherman in the spring season, and it is in such an
important game for the champion’s life and death! I don’t
know if he doesn’t look at the last backup of zgdx in his eyes,
or because he is overconfident…
The nursery rhymes only remember that his little fisherman
was about fifteen minutes or so to cooperate with Jianyang to
clear the middle of the zgdx at that time, and then began to
wander happily, and the zgdx left the original advantage of the
second road also caught collapse -
“…”
Thinking about this, the nursery rhyme lowered his eyes and
secretly vowed that he would not give the flower a chance in
the game of the day after tomorrow. Even if it was an online
disadvantage, she would try to tie the small flower to the
middle of the road…
Zhongye linkage?
Don’t even think about it.



I found some ck team games on the Internet - the fans of this
team have a lot of blessings, this team’s classic battle casually
enter a keyword to grab a lot…
When Ipad downloads the video buffer of the game, the
nursery rhymes have nothing to do, use the mobile phone to
watch the live broadcast everywhere, and then she is surprised
to find that Lu Sicheng’s illness is not sleeping and still live,
but there is no sound, no camera, a bunch of fans crying in the
live broadcast. No. “The friend wants to see the open brother
before the death,”
Such a crying number may be really useful when it comes to
Lu Sicheng’s feelings of good luck.
But idols are burdened with this…is a matter of principle.
The nursery rhyme put down his mobile phone and went out to
look at it. Lu Sicheng had two boxes of paper next to him, and
there was a huge trash can that was already full of white
flowers and paper towels.
The nursery rhyme was speechless on the railing, turned back
to the room, and sent three words to Lu Sicheng’s WeChat. I
thought and added another sentence:
After the nursery rhymes sent WeChat to cut back to the live
broadcast, I saw Lu Sicheng’s character fill the knife and
suddenly did not move for a few seconds. After a few seconds,
it was slow to move. She guesslessly guessed whether it was
blowing nose again. A word jumps out at the top of the screen
one second -
Nursery rhymes: “…”
Playing the game and returning to WeChat?
The nursery rhyme was surprised, wearing a pair of slippers
and kicking down the stairs, and went to Lu Sicheng: “How do
you know that I am watching you live?”
“There was a system announcement in the room. Someone
saw it.” Lu Sicheng sounded hoarse and kicked the trash can at
his feet. “Come on, don’t leave, and drop me the garbage by
the way.”
“…”
The nursery rhyme silently picked up the trash can and went
outside.
Xiaopeng took the time to take a look at Lu Sicheng and
nursery rhyme: “How did she suddenly run down?”



Lu Sicheng: “WeChat is taking care of me.”
Xiaopang: “…We also sent WeChat upstairs and downstairs.
Are you both wrong?”
Lu Sicheng thought about it. When he found out that he had
just said virginity, he was sullen and sullen. At this time, the
nursery rhyme returned with empty trash. After he let go, he
heard Lu Sicheng muttering, and she turned to wash her hands.
Then sit in front of your computer and next to Lu Sicheng.
Hey mouse click.
“Not sleeping?”
“Wait, watch the video of a ck team and sleep.”
“The little flowers are very powerful.”
“Yeah, I don’t know how to play with the little fish, at least I
have to know how to fight.”
The nursery rhyme yawned and lowered her head to continue
watching the live broadcast… Lu Sicheng glanced at her
mobile phone screen, just wanting to say that she was here and
still driving a mobile phone to see what his live broadcast was,
and Yu Guangyi went to the nursery rhyme. Watch the live
broadcast in the lower right corner of the camera.
… This guy is not watching his live broadcast.
Lu Sicheng regained his gaze and stared at his screen: “Whose
who is watching the live broadcast?”
The nursery rhyme looked up and blinked: “The king.”
The king is “smile” - the genuine “smile”, the former adc of
the team, let the nursery rhyme swear to return to the world
stage with the “smile” id -
The smile is very strong, and once the fist company
recognized the world’s first adc.
Lu Sicheng: “…”
Lu Sicheng: “The best ad plays in front of you. Are you sitting
next to him and driving a mobile phone to watch other live
broadcasts?”
The nursery rhyme looked up and forced to look up, and did
not react at once - the best ad? Who? Isn’t it her king?
After a few seconds, she suddenly realized!
Nursery rhymes: “… honest brother, not opening the camera
and microphone does not mean you can be so shameless.”
Lu Sicheng took out a paper towel and took the dog’s head on
the enemy’s side with one hand. When the character of the



game appeared “300” to kill the prize, he turned his eyes:
“You go to sleep, and watch the live broadcast in the middle of
the night.” ”
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